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Abstract 
The previous best upper bound on the complexity of deciding bisimilarity between normed 
context-free processes is due to Huynh and Tian (1994), who put the problem in Z; = NPNP: 
their algorithm guesses a proof of equivalence and validates this proof in polynomial time using 
oracles freely answering questions which are in NP. In this paper we improve on this result by 
describing a polynomial-time algorithm which solves this problem. As a corollary, we have a 
polynomial algorithm for the equivalence problem for simple grammars. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a context-free grammar in Greibach normal form,4 with variables V and 
terminals A. For reasons that will become apparent presently, we sometimes refer to 
variables as elementary processes and terminals as actions. Denote by A* the set of 
all finite words over alphabet A (including the empty word E) and by IsI the length of 
the word s E A*. For each variable X E V, the norm of X, or normX, is the length of 
a shortest word in A* that is generated from X via productions in A; by convention, 
normX = CO if the language generated from initial variable X is empty. Note that the 
norms of the variables in a Greibach normal form grammar can be easily computed in 
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Fig. 1. The context-free process X 4 aY, Y - aYZ, Y -+ 6, Z + b. 
polynomial time using a slight variant of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, processing 
the variables in order of nondecreasing norm. 
We say that the grammar A is normed if every variable has finite norm. For each 
action a E A let 5 be the binary relation on I’* consisting of all pairs (X/3, c$?), where 
X E V, cr,p E V*, and X --f sol is a production of A. We shall assume that there are 
no useless variables, that is, that every variable appears on the left-hand side of some 
production. 
Elements of V* are to be thought of as processes that are formed from the sequential 
composition of elementary processes. We extend the definition of norm to all of V*, 
so that in particular norm E = 0 and norm c@ = norm CI + norm /I. If the grammar A 
is normed, then we say that the processes defined by A are normed. The relationship 
CI 3 p is to be interpreted as the ability of process c1 to make a transition to process /I 
by performing action a. The sequential nature of the composition operator (denoted here 
by juxtaposition) is reflected in the definition of the relation 5: in any composition of 
elementary processes, only the first may make a transition, the second becoming active 
only when the first is exhausted. The context-free processes that have been described 
form a fragment of the process algebra ACP (the Algebra of Communicating Processes) 
[2], known as BPA (Basic Process Algebra). This is just one of a number of algebraic 
formalisms, including, for example, Milner’s CCS [15], and Hoare’s CSP [9], that have 
been developed for specifying and reasoning about concurrent systems. 
As an example, consider the grammar given by the GNF rules X + aY, Y + 
aYZ, Y -+ b and 2 + b. This grammar defines the infinite-state process depicted in 
Fig. 1. 
This process (as well as its defining grammar) is normed, with normX = 2 and 
norm Y = norm Z = 1. The context-free language described by the grammar is { a kb k : 
k > 0 }, and clearly cannot be represented by any finite-state automaton. 
Various notions of semantic equivalence between processes have been defined [19], 
but one that has attracted much, perhaps the most, attention is that of bisimilarity, or 
bisimulation equivalence, due to Park [ 171. In recent years, this equivalence has come 
to assume a crucial position in the theory of concurrent systems. A relation R on the 
process set V* is a bisimulation iff whenever u R /I, conditions (a) and (b) hold: 
(a) if a 5 a’ then /I 5 /I’ for some /I’ with tl’ R j?‘; and 
(b) if B 3 /I’ then CI % tl’ for some a’ with ~1’ R /3’. 
Two processes u and /I are bisimilar or bisimulation equivalent if there exists a 
bisimulation R such that 01 R fi. The set of bisimulations is clearly closed under 
union, so there is a unique maximal bisimulation, denoted N. Two processes are thus 
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bisimilar if they are related in the maximal bisimulation. It is easily checked that 
the maximal bisimulation is a congruence relation with respect to composition (see 
Lemma 2.1). 
Note that bisimulation equivalence is a strict refinement of language equivalence: 
if u - fi then it is certainly the case that the languages generated from CI and /J via 
reductions in A are equal, and in particular that norm CI = norm p; however the converse 
is not true in general. Consider for example the following grammar: 
The variables St and SZ generate the same language {ab,ac}, but it is not the 
case that St and S, are bisimilar. In response to the transition S, 5 B, the process 
(variable) & has no option but to respond with Sr 5 A’. However, X is not bisimilar 
to B, since X 5 E, whereas B clearly cannot perform action c. Informally, the difference 
between language equivalence and bisimulation equivalence is that the latter is reactive: 
at any instant in the joint evolution of two processes, the first process must be able to 
match any action that may be performed by the second, and vice versa. 
For a sufficiently rich class of processes, incorporating parallel composition with syn- 
chronisation, JanEar [12] showed that bisimilarity is undecidable. However, for context- 
free processes, bisimilarity is known to be decidable; this was demonstrated first in the 
normed case by Baeten et al. [l], and then in general by Christensen et al. [5]. This 
is a remarkable discovery, in light of the classical result that language equivalence of 
context-free grammars is undecidable [ 10, Theorem 8.121. 
Here we show for the first time that bisimulation equivalence of normed context-free 
processes is decidable in polynomial time (Theorem 2.10). For comparison, the best 
complexity bound previously known was due to Huynh and Tian [l 11, who showed that 
this decision problem is in CF, the second level of the polynomial hierarchy of Meyer 
and Stockmeyer [ 181. The existence of a polynomial-time algorithm is surprising, given 
that mere decidability was once in question. 
Our algorithm draws on a number of existing ideas and techniques: the notions of 
Caucal base (or “self-bisimulation”) [3] and decomposing function [l 11, and a unique 
prime decomposition theorem for processes in the style of Milner and Moller [16]. 
To this we add three new ingredients: (i) a certain (small) finite relation or “base”, 
in terms of which the infinite bisimulation relation can be represented as a kind of 
closure, (ii) a careful, nonstandard choice for the aforementioned closure that admits 
a polynomial-time membership test, and (iii) a dynamic-programming-style procedure 
for deciding language equivalence for context-free grammars in which every variable 
appears precisely once on the left-hand side of a production; such grammars generate 
just one word (of possibly exponential length) and are related to “DOL systems” [6]. 
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It is a corollary of our main result that language quivalence of simple grammars i  
decidable in pol~o~al time. A simple gr~mur is a context-free grammar in Greibach 
normal form such that for any pair (X,a) consisting of a variable X and terminal a, 
there is at most one production of the form X + aa. The equivalence problem for 
simple grammars was first treated in the mid-sixties by Korenjak and Hopcroft [14], 
who presented a decision procedure with time complexity O(]G]“), where ]G] is the 
size of the grammar (i.e., the total length in symbols of all the productions) and o 
is the length of a shortest word generated by the gr~ar. The time complexity has 
recently been improved to 0(]G13u) by Caucal [4]. Since v is in general exponential 
in I G 1, the above decision procedures have, respectively, doubly exponential and singly 
exponential time complexities. Here we present he first decision procedure with time 
complexity polynomial in ]G(, finally placing the problem in the class P nearly three 
decades after its in~oduction~ 5 
If we fix a normed grammar in k-Greibach normal form which has n variables each 
of which appearing on the left-hand sides of at most m rules, then our algorithm runs 
in time O(n13m2k4), or in terms of the size IG] of the grammar, O(]G]lg). It may 
well be possible to perform a tighter analysis on our algorithm, or to find a better 
pol~omial algo~t~. However, the achiev~ent of this paper is the demons~ation 
that the problem is in P, and we make no attempt o define a practical algorithm. 
We refer however to the algorithm of Hirshfeld and Moller [7] which runs in time 
0(n4m2ku) which may be practical for grammars of modest norm. 
2. Unique d~om~sition and bases 
We start by recording an elementary fact about bisimulation equivalence. 
Lemma 2.1. Bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to composition; 
that is to say, N is an equivaie~ce r la?io~ such that aa’ - &Y whenever a N #? and 
a’ - 8’. 
Proof. Reflexivity is established by demonstrating {(a,a) : a E V*} to be a bisimu- 
lation; symmetry is established by demonstrating R-’ to be a bisimulation whenever 
R is; transitivity is established by demons~ating RS to be a bisimulation whenever R 
and S are. The congruence property follows from the observation that {(aa’, &I’) : a N 
p and a’ N /I’} is a bisimulation. q 
Our algorithm relies heavily on the existence of prime decompositions of normed 
processes, which is a consequence of the following easy “cancellation lemma”. 
5 The authors are grateful to Didier Caucal for pointing out the connection between our work and this 
long-standing problem. 
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Lemma 2.2. Suppose a, /? and y are processes, and that y has jnite norm; then 
ay - fly entails a N p. 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that 
{(a, /?) : there exists y such that norm y < co and ay N fiy } 
is a bisimulation. from which the result follows. 0 
The assumption in Lemma 2.2 that y has finite norm cannot be dropped, as can 
be seen by considering the following counterexample. Consider processes X and 
Y whose only transitions are X 5 E and Y -% Y; then XY N Y, but clearly 
X7LE 
We say that an elementary process X E V is prime (with respect to bisimilarity -) 
iffX- Ya entails a = E. 
Theorem 2.3. Normed processes have unique (up to bisimilarity) prime decomposi- 
tions. 
Proof. Existence may be established by induction on the norm. 
For uniqueness, suppose that a has two prime decompositions Xl . . .X, and Yi . . . Y4 
so that a -Xl . ..X. - YI . . . Y,, and that we have established the uniqueness of prime 
decompositions for all p E V* with norm jl< norm a. If p= 1 or q = 1 then uniqueness 
is immediate from the definition of primality. Otherwise suppose that XiX, . . .X, 5 
yX2 . . .X, is a norm-reducing transition that is matched by Yi Y2 . . . Y, 5 SY, . . . Y4, so 
that y&...XP N 8Y2... Y,. By the inductive hypothesis, the prime decompositions of 
these two processes are equal (up to -), entailing X, N Y4. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, 
xi . ..x._, N Yl... Y,_ I, and the uniqueness of the original decomposition then follows 
from a second application of the inductive hypothesis. 0 
As with the necessity of the assumption in Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.3 fails in general 
for un-normed processes, which is the main reason our solution is restricted to the 
normed case. The reason for failure is immediately apparent from the observation that 
a N up for any infinite-normed a and any /I. 
Another key ingredient in our algorithm is the notion of a Caucal base, otherwise 
known as a self-bisimulation [3]. For any binary relation B over processes, let g be 
the congruence closure of B with respect to sequential composition. The relation B is 
a Caucal base iff whenever a B /I, conditions (a) and (b) hold: 
(a) if a 5 a’ then j? 5 /I’ for some p’ with a’ L /II’; and 
(b) if /I -% /I’ then a 3 a’ for some a’ with a’ 4 p’. 
Lemma 2.4. If B is a Caucal base then the relation L is a bisimulation, so L 2 -. 
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Proof. We may demonstrate by induction on the depth of inference of a 5 /I that if 
a L p then the two clauses in the definition of L being a bisimulation are satisfied. 
If CI L /I follows from a B /I, then the result follows from the definition of B being a 
Caucal base; and if CI L j3 follows from one of the congruence closure properties, then 
the result easily follows by induction. 0 
Our basic idea is to exploit the unique prime decomposition theorem by decompos- 
ing process terms sufficiently far as to be able to establish or refute the equivalence 
we are considering. Further, we try to construct these decompositions by a refine- 
ment process which starts with an overly generous collection of candidate decompo- 
sitions. As the algorithm progresses, invalid decompositions will gradually be weeded 
out. 
Assume that the variables V are ordered by nondecreasing norm, so that X < Y 
implies normX < norm Y. A base is a set B of pairs (Y,Xc(), where X, Y E V, tc E 
V*, X Q Y and norm Y= norm&. We insist that B contains at most one pair of the 
form (Y,Xcl) for each choice of variables X and Y, so that the cardinality of B is at 
most 0(n2). A base B is full iff whenever Y - X/I with Y 2X there exists a pair 
(Y,Xa) E B such that a N /I. In particular, (XX) E B for all X E V. The key idea is 
that infinite relations on V’, in particular that of bisimilarity, may be expressed as the 
congruence closure of a finite base. 
Lemma 2.5. If a base B is full then N C &. 
Proof. This result may be proved by induction on norm; however, the effort would be 
unnecessary, as in Section 3 we shall encounter a procedure that constructs a binary 
relation on V* that contains N and is contained by 2. 0 
Let =s be some relation satisfying N s EB c E whenever B is full. At a high level, 
the exact choice of the relation EB is immaterial, as the proof of correctness relies 
only on the inclusions - C EB c E; in Section 3 we shall fix a particular EB which is 
computable in polynomial time. It is here that the algorithmic subtlety lies, as efficiency 
demands a careful choice of E_B. 
Our task is to discover a full base that contains only semantically sound decompo- 
sition pairs. To do this, we start with a full (though necessarily small) base, and then 
proceed to refine the base iteratively whilst maintaining fullness. Informally, we are 
proposing that at any instant the current base should consist of pairs (X, a) representing 
candidate decompositions, that is, pairs such that the relationship X - a is consistent 
with information gained so far. The refinement step is as follows. 
Given a base B, define the subbase B^ c B to be the set of pairs (X, a) E B satisfying 
conditions (a) and (b): 
(a) if X 5 j3 then a 5 y for some y with /3 EB y; and 
(b) if a 5 y then X 5 /I for some /I with B 3~ y. 
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Lemma 2.6. Zf B is full then B^ is full. 
Proof. Suppose Y N Xj with Y 2X. By fullness of B, there exists a pair (Y,Xa) E B 
such that a 7 /3. W e s h ow that the pair (Y,Xcr) survives the refinement step, to be 
included in B. Note that, since N is a congruence, Y N Xcr. Thus, if Y 5 y then 
Xa % 6 for some 6 satisfying 6 N y. Since B is full, we have N C ZB by the definition 
of E_B and thus 6 E_B y, in accordance with condition (a). Similarly, if Xcc 5 6 then 
Y 5 y with y N 6, and hence y EB 6. The pair (Y,Xa) therefore satisfies the conditions 
for inclusion in B. 0 
In general, the refinement step makes progress, i.e., the new base B is strictly con- 
tained in the base B from which it was derived. If, however, no progress occurs, an 
important deduction may be made. 
Lemma 2.7. Zf B^ = B then s-B c m. 
Proof. Since, for all pairs of B, conditions (a) and (b) of the subbase construction 
hold, and the relation EB is contained in g, the congruence closure of B, B is a 
Caucal base. Now apply Lemma 2.4. 0 
Note that by iteratively applying the refinement step B := B^ to a full initial base, we 
are guaranteed by Lemmas 2.5- 2.7 to stabilise at some full base B for which -_B = N. 
Our next task is that of constructing the initial base B,,. This is achieved as follows. 
For each X E V and each 0 <v < normX, let [XIV be some process that can be reached 
from X via a sequence of v norm-reducing transitions. (Note that some norm-reducing 
transition is available to every process.) 
Lemma 2.8. The base BO = {(Y,X[Y],,,X) : X, Y E V and X < Y} is full. 
Proof. Suppose Y N Xj? with X< Y, and let v = normX; then (Y,X[Y],) E B. for 
some [Y], such that Y A [Y]” in v norm-reducing steps, where s E A”. 6 But the 
norm-reducing sequence Y 5 [Y], can only be matched by Xfl-% /I. Hence [Y]” N p, 
and BO must therefore be full. q 
The basic structure of our procedure for deciding bisimilarity between normed pro- 
cesses CI and /I is now clear: simply iterate the refinement procedure B := B from 
the initial base Bo until it stabilises at the desired base B, and then test CI EB fi. By 
Lemmas 2.5-2.8, this test is equivalent to a - /?. 
6 The relation A for some action sequence s = ala*. av E A’ is defined as the composition of the relations 
al 02 
+, 4,. , 2:. An easy induction on Y establishes that for any pair of bisimilar processes GI N fi, if Q 5 a’ 
then /I 5 p’ with a’ N /?‘. 
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So far, we have not been specific about which process [Xl, is to be selected among 
those reachable from X via a sequence of v norm-reducing transitions. A suitable 
choice is provided by the following recursive definition. For each variable X E V, 
let C-Q E V* be some process reachable from X by a single norm-reducing transition 
X s ax; that is, X + aax is a rule of the grammar with a E A and ax E V* satisfying 
norm ax = norm X - 1. Then, 
[aI0 = a, 
[Xglp = { 
Vlp--normX if p> norm X; 
[axlp_ 1 /I if p < norm X 
Lemma 2.9. With this dejnition for [ .I”, the base BO introduced in Lemma 2.8 may 
be explicitly constructed in polynomial time; in particular, every pair in BO has a 
compact representation as an element of V+ x V*. More specijically, 
(1) For v < norm a, a “9 [a]” in v norm-reducing steps. 
(2) [A’], is computable in fewer than nk steps. 
(3) I[W < nk. 
Proof. (1) We prove this by induction on v. For the base case (v = 0) the result is 
immediate. For the inductive step, assume that a = Xfi with normX = q. If v > q then 
by induction we may deduce that 
a “‘“‘44 p “‘z!Iy” [/q_ = La]“. 
If v -C q then by induction and due to v - 1 < q - 1 = normX - 1 = norm ax we 
may deduce that 
a 4 ax/l “3 [ax/&-1 = [axly-lfi = [a]“. 
(2) We demonstrate by induction on v the more general result that [a], takes fewer 
than (j - 1)k + Ial steps to compute, where j is the number of variables possessing 
smaller norm than that of the variable appearing in a possessing the largest norm (or 
1, if a = E). For the base case (v = 0) the result is immediate. For the inductive step, 
assume that a = Xfi with normX = q. If v 2 q then [a], takes one more step to compute 
than [/& which by induction takes fewer than (j - 1)k + ]/?I = (j - l)k + Ial - 1 
steps to compute, giving our result. If v < q then [a]” takes one more step to compute 
than [ax]y-l which, since ax is a sequence of fewer than k variables with smaller 
norm than X, by induction takes fewer than (j - 2)k + k = (j - 1)k steps to compute, 
giving our result. 
(3) As with the proof of (2), we demonstrate by induction on v the more general 
result that I [a],, I < ( j - 1 )k + I a 1, where j is the number of variables possessing smaller 
norm than that of the variable appearing in a possessing the largest norm (or 1, if 
a = E). For the base case (v = 0) the result is immediate. For the inductive step, 
assume that a = X/l with normX = q. If v >q then by induction we may deduce that 
I[alvl = IU%-ql <(i - l)k + IBI <(j - lN + I4 
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If v < q then by induction we may deduce that 
Part (1) of Lemma 2.9 assures us that this is a valid definition for the initial 
base Bo. By part (2) of Lemma 2.9, the cost of computing the initial base Bo - 
that is, n2 values of the form [Xl, - is O(n3k). The refinement procedure B := lL# 
is then iterated at most O($) times (as each B contains at most this many pairs), 
and each iteration involves, for each pair in B, the calculation of up to M* rela- 
tions of the form y -_B 6 where IyI <k (as the grammar is in k-Greibach normal 
form) and 161 <:nk (by part (3) of Lemma 2.9). This refinement step thus costs a to- 
tal of 0(n4m2f(n, k, (n + l)k), where 0( f(n, k, 1)) is the cost of computing y -_B 6 
given that there are n variables, each (X, a) E B satisfies lt~l Cnk, and I$/ d I. Finally 
in order to determine if a N fi we need to check a ZB 8, which adds a cost of 
OU-@,k, l@I)). 
It only remains now to define a suitable relation EB and show that it gives rise to a 
polynomial time complexity 0( f(n, k, 1)). In the next section we shall provide such a 
relation with f(n,k, 1) = n5k2(n4k2 + 1) (see Corollary 3.3). Once this has been done, 
it becomes clear that the entire procedure for deciding a N #3 runs in polynomial time, 
specifically in time 0(n’3m2k4 + n5k21a/31) or, in terms of the size /G( of the grammar, 
0(IG1’9 + lG[‘la/31). Th’ 1s will provide us with our main result. 
Theorem 2.10. There is a polynomial-time (in the lengths of the words a and j?, and 
the size of the de~ni~g gr~mar A) procedure for decjd~ng ~isjrn~~ariiy of two wormed 
context-free processes a and 8. 
Recall that the only condition we impose on the relation E:B is that it satisfies the 
inclusions N C 3~ C_ EB whenever B is full. This flexibility in the specification of =B 
is crucial to us, and it is only by carefully exploiting this flexibility that a polynomial- 
time decision procedure for q can be achieved. The definition and compu~tion of -_B 
is the subject of the following section. 
3. Algorithmic concerns 
Central to the definition of the relation EB is the idea of a decomposing function, 
which also plays a key role in the approach of Huynh and Tian [I 11. A function 
g : V + V* is a decomposing function of order q if either g(X) = X or g(X) = 
Y, Y2 . . . Y,, with l<p<q and K < X for each 1<i<p. Such a fnnction g can be 
extended to the domain V* by morphism, by defining g(e) = E and g(Xa) = g(X)g(a). 
We then define g*(a) for a f V* to be the limit of gz(a) as t --+ oa; owing to the 
restricted form of g we know that it must be eventually idemporent, that is, that this 
limit must exist. The notation g[X H a] will be used to denote the function that agrees 
with g at all points in V except X, where its value is a. 
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The definition of the relation E_B may now be given. For base B, decomposing 
function g, and processes CI and /I, the relation u E; /I is defined as follows: 
l if g*(cr) = g*(p) then a E; fl; 
l otherwise let X and Y (with X < Y) be the leftmost mismatching pair of symbols 
in the words g*(cr) and g*(B); 
_ if there is a y with (Y,Xy) E B then c1 3: B iff c1 E$ /I, where 6 = g[Y H Xy]; 
- otherwise M $i /I. 
Finally, let E_B be -2 where Id is the identity function. 
B 
Lemma 3.1. =_B & E and N & __B whenever B iS fib. 
Proof. The first inclusion is easily confirmed, since for any g constructed by the al- 
gorithm for computing EB, it is the case that X L g(X) for each X E V. 
For the second inclusion, suppose that c( - /I and at some point in our procedure 
for deciding u =_B /I we have that g*(cr) # g*(p), and that we have only ever up- 
dated g with mappings X +-t y satisfying X N y. Let X and Y (with X < Y) be the 
leftmost mismatching pair. Then Y N X6 must hold for some 6, and so, by fullness, 
(Y,Xy) E B for some y with Y - Xy. So the procedure does not terminate with a false 
result, but instead updates g with this new semantically sound mapping and continues. 
0 
Finally, we are left with the problem of deciding g*(cr) = g*(B), all other elements 
in the definition of EB being algorithmically undemanding. Note that the lengths of 
the words g*(cc) and g*(p) will in general be exponential in the size of the grammar, 
so we cannot afford to compute them explicitly. 
Proposition 3.2. Given a decomposing function g over n variables of order q, there is 
an algorithm which decides ifg*(a) = g*(p) which runs in time O((nq)4 + (nq)21a/?I) 
for arbitrary a,/3 E V*. Zf g*(a) # g*(b) then the algorithm reports the leftmost 
mismatching pair. 
Corollary 3.3. Zf B is a base over n variables with each (X,a) EB satisfying joi <nk, 
then computing a =B fi requires at most n caZcuZations of g*(a) = g*(p) for de- 
composing functions over n variables of order nk; hence computing u =_B p can be 
performed in time 0(nsk2(n4k2 + laj?I)). 
For the proof of Proposition 3.2, we shall begin by assuming that the function g 
is of order 2, that is, maps a single variable to at most two variables. This is jus- 
tified, as given g(X) = Yt YZ . ..Y. with 2 < p<q, we can introduce p - 2 < q 
new variables WI,. . . , W,_2 and redefine g by g(X) = Yt WI, g( W,_Z) = YP_~YP, 
and g( Wi-1) = Yi Wi for 2 <i < p - 2. Thus we need only introduce O(nq) aux- 
iliary variables, and this transformation does not change the value of g*(a) for any 
aE v*. 
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(I = g’(X) 
I I I 
P=g’W t Y = g’(Z) 
First symbol of y, and ith of a 
Fig. 2. An alignment of G( that spans fi and y. 
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In the sequel, let n denote the total number of variables after this reduction to what 
is essentially Chomsky normal form, and let V refer to this extended set of variables. 
It thus remains for us to demonstrate an algorithm for deciding if g*(a) = g*( /I) for 
arbitrary a,/? E V* which runs in time 0(n4 + n21c$I). Furthermore, in the case that 
g*(a) # g*(b), the algorithm must return the leftmost pair (X, Y) at which there is a 
mismatch. 
We say that the positive integer r is a period of the word a E V* if 1 br < ICYI, and 
the symbol at position p in a is equal to the symbol at position p + r in a, for all 
p in the range 1~ p < Ial - r. Our argument will be easier to follow if the following 
lemma is borne in mind; we state it in the form given by Knuth et al. [13]. 
Lemma 3.4. Zfr and s are periods of a E V*, and r+s< lclj +gcd(r,s), then gcd(r,s) 
is a period of a. 
Proof. See [ 13, Lemma 11; alternatively the lemma is easily proved from first princi- 
ples. 0 
For CI, B E V*, we shall use the phrase alignment of o! against p to refer to a particular 
occurrence of CI as a factor (contiguous subsequence of symbols) of /.I. Note that if 
two alignments of tl against B overlap, and one alignment is obtained from the other 
by translating a through r positions, then r is a period of LX Suppose X, Y,Z E V, 
and let c1 = g*(X), b = g*(Y), and y = g*(Z). Our strategy is to determine, for 
all triples X, Y, and Z, the set of alignments of a against /Iy that include the first 
symbol of y (see Fig. 2). Such alignments, which we call spanning, may be specified 
by giving the index i of the symbol in c( that is matched against the first symbol 
in y. It happens that the sequence of all indices i that correspond to valid alignments 
forms an arithmetic progression. This fact opens the way to computing all alignments 
by dynamic programming: first with the smallest variable X and Y,Z ranging over V, 
then with the next smallest X and Y,Z ranging over V, and so on. 
Lemma 3.5. Let cr,6 E V* be words, and Z be the set of all indices i such that there 
exists an alignment of a against 6 in which the ith symbol in a is matched to a 
distinguished symbol in 6. Then the elements of Z form an arithmetic progression. 
Proof. Assume that there are at least three alignments, otherwise there is nothing 
to prove. Consider the leftmost, next-to-leftmost, and rightmost possible alignments 
of a against 6. Suppose the next-to-leftmost alignment is obtained from the leftmost 
by translating u though r positions, and the rightmost from the next-to-leftmost by 
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translating a through s positions. Since r and s satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.4, we 
know that gcd(r,s) is a period of a; indeed, since there are by definition no alignments 
between the leftmost and next-to-leftmost, i  must be the case that r = gcd(r,s), i.e., 
that s is a multiple of r. Again by Lemma 3.4, any alignment other than the three 
so far considered must also have the property that its offset from the next-to-leftmost 
is a multiple of r. Thus the set of all alignments of a against 6 can be obtained by 
stepping from the leftmost o the rightmost in steps of r. 
This completes the proof, but it is worth observing for future reference, that in the 
case that there are at least three alignments of a against S containing the distinguished 
symbol, then a must be periodic, i.e., expressible in the form a = @CT, where k 2 2 
and c is a (possibly empty) strict initial segment of Q. Cl 
In the course of applying the dynamic pro~~ming technique to the problem at 
hand, it is necessary to consider not only spamung alignments of the form illustrated 
in Fig. 2, but also inclusive alignments: those in which a = g*(X) appears as a factor 
of a single word /I = g*(Y). Fortunately, alignments of this kind are easy to deduce, 
once we have computed the spanning alignments. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose spanning alignments of a = g*(X) against y = g”(Z) and 
yr = g*(Z’) have been pre-computed for a particular X and all Z,Z’ E V. Then it is 
possible, in polynomial time, to compute, for any Y and any distinguished position p 
in /I = g*(Y), ail alignments of a against p that include p. 
Proof. Consider the sequence 
of partitions of /I = g*(Y), obtained by the following procedure. Initially, set Y,(o) = 
Y. Then, for i 2 1, suppose that g*( c’-‘) ) is the block of the (i - 1)th partition that 
contains the distinguished position p, and let Z = Y,?‘) be the symbol generating 
that block. Let the ith partition be obtained from the (i - 1)th by splitting that block 
into two - g*(Z’) and g*(Z”) - where g(Z) = Z’Z”. The procedure terminates when 
g(Z) = 2, a condition which is bound to hold within at most n steps. Observe that, 
aside from in the trivial case when Ial = 1, any alignment of a containing position p 
will be at some stage “trapped”, so that the particular occurrence of the factor a in /I is 
contained in g*(Y~i’)g*(Y~~~), but not in g’(rl”) or g*(Yji) separately (see Fig. 3). 
For each such situation, we may compute the alignments that contain position p_ (By 
Lemma 3.5, these form an arithmetic progression.) Each alignment of a that includes 
p is trapped at least once by the partition refinement procedure. The required result 
is the union of at most n arithmetic progressions, one for each step of the refinement 
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Fig. 3. Trapping an alignment. 
procedure. Lemma 3.5 guarantees that the union of these arithmetic progressions will 
itself be an arithmetic progression. Thus the result may easily be computed in time 
O(n) by keeping track of the leftmost, next-to-leftmost, and rightmost points. 0 
The necessary machinery is now in place, and it only remains to show how spanning 
alignments of the form depicted in Fig. 2 may be computed by dynamic programming, 
with X ranging in sequence from the smallest variable up to the largest. 
If g(X) = X, then the length of g(X) is 1, and there is only one potential spanning 
alignment, namely, the one obtained by matching the single symbol of a = g*(X) = X 
against the first symbol of y = g*(Z). (Recall that any spanning alignment must include 
position p.) Testing the existence of this alignment simply amounts to determining 
whether the first symbol of the word y = g*(Z) happens to be X. This task may be 
accomplished by an iterative procedure, which computes in turn the leftmost symbol 
of g(Z), g*(Z), and so on up to g”(Z) = g*(Z). This deals with the base case. 
Now suppose g(X) = X’X”. The function g induces a natural partition of a = g*(X) 
into a’ = g*(F) and a” = g*(X”). In any spanning alignment of a against /? and y, 
either a’ or a” must contain p, the first symbol in y. We propose to compute first 
the alignments in which a” contains position p, and then the alignments in which a’ 
contains position p. By taking the union of these two sets of alignments we obtain 
the complete set of alignments of a against /l and y, as required. From now on we 
restrict attention exclusively to alignments in which a” includes p (see Fig. 4). The 
computation of alignments in which a’ includes p is virtually identical. Our basic 
approach is to discover the valid alignments of a’ against & and conjoin these with 
the spanning alignments - that we assume have already been computed - of a” against 
/? and y. 
Consider the leftmost spanning alignment of a” against b and y, and let p’ be the 
position immediately to the left of a”, when it is in this leftmost position (see Fig. 5). 
(Note that we do not insist that this leftmost spanning alignment of a” against fi and y 
extends to a spanning alignment of a = a’a” against p and y.) We distinguish two 
kinds of possible alignments for a = a’a”, which are embodied in the following two 
cases. Note that every alignment of a against /I and y (always subject to the constraint 
that a” includes p) is covered by precisely one of the two cases. Again, we propose 
to compute alignments separately for the two cases, and take the union of the results. 
Case I: This case covers all the alignments for which a’ includes position p’. These 
alignments can be viewed as conjunctions of spanning alignments of a” (which are 
precomputed) with inclusive alignments of a’ (which can be computed on demand 
using Lemma 3.6). The valid alignments in this case are thus an intersection of two 
arithmetic progressions, which is again an arithmetic progression. 
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Fig. 5. Dynamic programming: the leftmost alignment. 
Case II: This case covers all the alignments for which a’ does last includes position 
p’, i.e., for which u’ lies entirely to the right of p’. If there are just one or two 
spanning alignments of ~1” against /I and y, then we simply check exhaustively, using 
Lemma 3.6, which, if any, extend to alignments of a against by. Otherwise, we know 
that a” has the form eka with k32, and c a strict initial segment of Q; choose Q to 
minimise 1~1. 
The existence of Case II matches depends on whether a’ has the form c’@“, where rr’ 
is a strict final segment of g (i.e., a is a smooth continuation of the periodic word a” 
to the left). If a’ is not of the form cr’g”‘, then no Case II alignment can possibly 
exist. On the other hand, if IX’ is of the form rr’~“‘, then an alignment of a” against 
b and y will extend to a Case II alignment of a = a’a” against /I and y provided 
only that a’ (and hence a) lies entirely to the right of p’. Thus either every alignment 
of u” (in the appropriate range) extends to one of u = a’a”, or none does, and it is 
easy to determine which is the case. (For example, choose a particular one and test it 
with the aid of Lemma 3.6.) As in Case I, the result is an arithmetic progression. This 
completes the analysis of Case II. 
The above arguments were all for the situation in which it is the word U” that 
contains p; the other situation is covered by two symmetric cases - Case I’ and 
Case II’ - which are as above, but with the roles of a’ and a” reversed. To com- 
plete the inductive step of the dynamic programming algorithm, it is only necessary to 
take the union of the arithmetic progressions furnished by Cases I, II, I’, and II’: 
this is straightforward, as the result is known to be an arithmetic progression by 
Lemma 3.5. 
At the completion of the dynamic programming procedure, we have gained enough 
information to check arbitrary alignments, both spanning and inclusive, in polynomial 
time. From there it is a short step to the promised result. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let /I = Yr Y2 . . . Y,. Apply the partition refinement procedure 
used in the proof of Lemma 3.6 to the word u to obtain a word a’ = Xi& . . .X, with 
the property that each putative alignment of g*(Xi) against the corresponding g*(q) 
or g*(Yi) g*(Yj+r ) is either inclusive or spanning. This step extends the length of a by 
at most an additive term IpI n. Now test each Xi either directly, using the precomputed 
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spanning alignments, or indirectly, using Lemma 3.6. In the case that g*(a) # g*(p), 
determine the leftmost symbol & such that g*(X) contains a mismatch. If g(Xi) = & 
we are done. Otherwise, let g(Xi) = ZZ’, and test whether g*(Z) contains a mismatch: 
if it does, recursively determine the leftmost mismatch in g*(Z); otherwise determine 
the leftmost mismatch in g*(Z’). 
During the dynamic programming phase, there are O(n3) subresults to be computed 
(one for each triple X, Y,Z E V), each requiring time O(n); thus the time-complexity 
of this phase is 0(n4). Refining the input CI to obtain a’, and checking alignments of 
individual symbols of a’ takes further time O(n2 ]aj3]). The overall time complexity of 
a naive implementation is therefore 0(n4 + n2\aflI). 0 
4. Simple context-free grammars 
Recall that a simple grammar is a context-free grammar in Greibach normal form 
such that for any pair (X,a) consisting of a variable X and terminal a, there is at most 
one production of the form X -+ aa. 
Theorem 4.1. There is a polynomial-time algorithm for deciding equivalence of simple 
grammars. 
Proof. To obtain a polynomial-time decision procedure for deciding language equiva- 
lence of simple grammars, we merely note that, in the case of normed simple gram- 
mars, language equivalence and bisimulation equivalence coincide. All that needs to 
be checked is that the relation of language equivalence on processes is a bisimulation. 
(The reverse inclusion is automatic, since bisimulation equivalence is always a refine- 
ment of language equivalence.) The key observation is that when a process defined by 
a simple grammar undergoes a transition, the resulting process is uniquely determined 
by the action that has been performed. 
We can restrict attention to normed grammars, as any un-normed grammar can be 
transformed into a language-equivalent normed grammar by removing productions con- 
taining infinite-normed nonterminals. (Note that this transformation does not preserve 
bisimulation equivalence, which makes it inapplicable for reducing the un-normed case 
to the normed case in checking bisimilarity.) Thus language equivalence of simple 
grammars may be checked in polynomial time by the procedure presented in the pre- 
vious two sections. 0 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper we described an algorithm for determining bisimilarity between normed 
context-free processes; this is an improvement on the ,E! algorithm of Huynh and 
Tian [ 111. As a corollary we deduced that language equivalence of simple grammars 
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is equally decidable in polynomial time, thus improving on the doubly and singly 
exponential algorithms of Korenjak and Hopcroft [14] and Caucal [4], respectively. 
It is surprising that investigations into the theory of concurrent systems hould feed 
back so directly into the classical theory of formal languages. Even in retrospect i is 
difficult to see how a polynomial-time algorithm for deciding equivalence of simple 
grammars could have been developed without the aid of certain concepts from the 
theory of concurrent systems. This result opens the intriguing possibility that bisimi- 
larity might prove a useful tool in resolving other questions in the theory of formal 
languages. 
Very recently the authors have also developed a polynomial-time algorithm to decide 
bisimulation equivalence of an analogue of BPA (called BPP) in which commutative 
(parallel) composition replaces noncommutative (sequential) composition [8]. Despite 
the apparent similarity of the two problems, different methods appear to be required in 
their solutions. 
An obvious open question is the existence of a polynomial-time procedure for de- 
ciding bisimulation equivalence for general (un-normed) context-free processes. The 
authors are not aware of any complexity-theoretic evidence against he existence of 
such a procedure. Some of the methods employed here might carry over to the general 
case, the main stumbling block being the failure of unique factorisation (Theorem 2.3) 
for general context-free processes. There is a hope that enough structure might be sal- 
vaged from Theorem 2.3 to allow the current approach to be adapted to the general 
case. 
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